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Welcome to presentation of our latest achievements

Few things worth to know about our products :
Suitability : our climbing holds and other products are suitable for every climber of any skill level - from beginner or a child to World Cup
competition climber. All shapes of holds are safe to be used on any climbing wall and any climbing wall angle, from less than vertical slab to
steepest roof. Which set of holds is best for you on your wall depends on how strong you are and how hard you like to climb.

Size : we hope that every imaginable size of hold is represented in
our range. We offer you holds in 8 different sizes : XS (footholds and
micro holds), S, M, L, XL, XXL, MEGA and GIGA (extremely big holds).
Every page with holds has a sign of which size these holds are. For
better understanding we also provided a realistic scale.

Texture : “HandTex” - texture used for all our hand-holds in all

sizes. Fine-grained positive texture which became during past years a
synonym of good friction, finger friendliness and easy cleaning.
“FrinctionTex” - long lasting coarse-grained positive texture developed specially for footholds. Suitable for intensive use, it provides
maximum friction.
“VolumTex” - bit more coarse than “HandTex”. Very durable but still
finger friendly. Positive texture, easy to clean. Exclusively used for our
range of high profile volumes.

Cleaning :

Like always in the past after many years of hard work all our products are
still created with passion and sensation of climbing with addition of vast
experience and research. The time told us that this is the only right way...
We wish you maximum fun while selecting and of course using them.
Your satisfaction is our pleasure.
Yours MRclimbing team - prime provider of finest climbing holds since 1993.

because of positive textures MRclimbing holds are
very easy to clean. Just use any nylon brush for quick cleaning while
holds are on the wall. For radical cleaning use nylon brush and soapy
water or high pressure water cleaners.
Note : use of very aggressive detergents may cause fading of the colors, but the texture stays intact.

Colors :

for our holds we use a wide variety of strong and bright
colors and two-colors swirls. Besides nice look these intense and
easy recognizable colors help you set and climb routes “by colors”.
Our latest novelty for special events is a fluorescent (neon) orange
color. It is not just another different color at daylight, it is really something extra. Under exposure to “black light” this holds glow in dark.
Standard colors : orange, red, violet, blue, green, yellow, white, grey
and black. Standard swirls : violet/white, red/yellow, blue/yellow and
black/yellow.
Special color : Neon orange. Custom colors are available by request.

Mounting

of bolt-on holds : standard Allen bolts M10 fit best.
Most of our holds have an additional place for screw (self-driving flathead screws 4 to 5mm can be used) to prevent spinning. This is usually not necessary but it is nice for competitions.
Mounting of screw-on holds : any self driving flathead screws 4 to
5mm can be used.

Special features : dual texture holds for advanced use,

screw-on holds with one straight edge specially designed to be attached on any wall’s edge or arete, holds for dry tooling.
All GIGA holds are extra reinforced. Holds in set Art (size GIGA) are
made with hollow back technology for easier handling.

Warranty : each hold is branded with MRclimbing logo and is certified EN 12572-3, sign of perfect finish. Every our product has a 2 years warranty.

5 big holds (slopers / pinches).
These shapes offer a lot of options
for route setters. A must for bouldering ! But also a great add for
crux on lead routes.

Set of 5 edges and sloppers, very
good for bouldering.

10 cm/3.94''
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xxl

AERO

5 geometric holds, slopers and
pinches. Very interesting for boulder problems. Edges rounded to
avoid finger injury.

5 geometric holds, slopers and
pinches. Very interesting for boulder problems. Edges rounded to
avoid finger injury.

10 cm/3.94''

10 cm/3.94''
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xxl

TETRIS

Set of 5 slopers/edges, very good
for boulder problems.

5 jugs for roofs and overhangs.

10 cm/3.94''

10 cm/3.94''
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BOOMERANG

Set of 9 very nice smiles, but once
you get it in your hand your face
will be more... tight...

Set of 5 unusual holds,
for technical work.

10 cm/3.94''
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GLASNOST

10 cm/3.94''
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ASTEROIDS

The Gulag are complementary
series Stalag. There, it will be really hard labor! Recommended for
vertical and finger.

Stalag holds are, at the opposite of
Gulag set, despite the small size,
very good with positive shape. You
can use it in big overhangs. Now
you'll love S size holds !

10 cm/3.94''
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STALAG

5 screw-ons quite big, especially
designed for edges.

20 footholds. The strongest climbers could eventually crimps it !

10 cm/3.94''

10 cm/3.94''
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